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It is not the same to play football and be a footballer. Here, I try to explain how my life has been
shaped by the beautiful game, the experiences I have had, and the decisions I had to make
along the way, consciously or subconsciously, on and off the pitch.This book is about how a kid
that absolutely loved playing football became a professional football player. All I wanted to do
was to play football. Every day, everywhere. All the time. To control the ball, to dribble, to pass,
to shoot and score. There were no worries, no noise, only the ball, my friends and I. Time flew.
In fact, it felt like time would stop while we were playing. I would never, ever feel tired.Fast
forward some years and here I am, writing these lines. Who would have imagined it? Not me,
definitely. I never thought that you would be reading this, but you are.Amongst many things,
football has taught me that dreams do come true. Mine was to become a professional player,
and in a journey that felt both long and super quick, it happened.In my book, Suddenly A
Footballer, I want to share that journey with you . . .
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this book in time for you to see it, but I always said that if at any time I wrote a book (who would
have thought it when you took me to training so many times, eh?), there was no way I would
finish without mentioning and thanking you at the end.Juan Mata, 2019CHAPTER
1BELIEVERS‘You can change your wife, your politics, your religion. But never, never can you
change your favourite football team.’– AnonMay 6, 2014‘Guys, let’s do the lap of honour as we
usually do for the last game of the season.’ I felt embarrassed. We had just beaten Hull 3-1 at
home, but we knew that, whatever happened on the last day of the season, we’d finish no
higher than seventh in the league. This was a very bad position to be in for a club like
Manchester United.Such a successful club, such a historic club, the most decorated of them all
in domestic terms, isn’t used to looking at the top of the table from below. But a huge hole, one
that was pretty impossible to fill, had been left after the departure of Sir Alex Ferguson. Yet the
supporters cheered us on our way round Old Trafford. They gave us a genuinely warm
reception. I didn’t expect it in the slightest.The strongest feeling within me was that we owed a
debt to these fans. I’d arrived half way through the campaign, but it didn’t matter. Seeing the
way they transformed that disappointment into hope for the season to come made me feel very
emotional.It was a moment that I’ll never forget.I was aware that the situation might have been
different at some other clubs, where we might have been booed – or have done that ‘lap of
honour’ in an empty stadium. That experience was key in understanding the very special bond
Manchester United fans have with their club and the players who represent it. I’m not sure that
would have happened at many other clubs, especially outside of England – but I’ll come back
to that . . .Believing togetherThat moment in 2014 was made all the more special, even unique,
by the fact that it was Ryan Giggs’ final game before his retirement in front of the Old Trafford
crowd that had chanted his name to the tune of Joy Division’s ‘Love Will Tear Us Apart’ for so
many years.He had taken on the role of player-coach that season and I could see on his face
just how disappointed he was to have gone through such a bad spell in terms of results,
something he had barely experienced before in his long, long career.He wasn’t the only one.
People like Rio Ferdinand, Nemanja Vidi�p and Patrice Evra, who had known such fantastic
success with the club, were also trying to put on a brave face but did not always succeed.After
so many years, the Old Trafford crowd hadn’t got what it deserved, yet they still taught us a
lesson in how to behave in adversity.Once the match was over, I discussed with David de Gea
and Rio Ferdinand just how incredible a scene I thought it had been. “That’s what they’re like
here,” they told me. “They’ve been key to this club’s success. They understand that teams go
through different stages, they know their football, their support is unconditional.” The reaction
that all these legends got was unforgettable. You could sense the love from every single fan at
the stadium – one of those goosebump moments. They didn’t deserve less. Neither did the
crowd.If there is something I have tried to cultivate for as long as I’ve been a professional
football player it is to try and put myself in their situation, to try and maintain a close
relationship with supporters. To believe together. When we lose, I feel bad for the team and for
myself on a professional level, but also for them because they suffer and have to take the
defeat back home with them. I know that their disappointment is just as acute as ours, if not,
even more so. Pain is the price you pay for loyalty when you’re a fan, something which I think is
experienced in England to a greater degree than anywhere else.The fans are the motor that
keeps the clubs moving forward, the ones who will always be around, through thick and thin.
During the time that I’ve been at Manchester United, there have been some tough seasons,
yes, and I’ve witnessed how frustrated people have been. Yet I’ve also seen another side to
their support, which is hardly ever talked about, but of course, also limited – patience. They
come to every single game with their best attitude, to push us closer to the win.You may



wonder how much we notice the fans during games. Do we see their faces? Are we aware of
their emotions? To what extent does their emotional intensity get through to us?In all honesty,
on the pitch, everything happens so quickly that you barely even have time to look at the ball
so it’s very tricky to really take stock of what’s happening in the stands. But, of course, you feel
it.Off the pitch, however, I do recognise lots of fans. I became familiar with many supporters
who always waited for us after matches in Valencia, London, and now Manchester, and a
different relationship took hold in their case, a greater closeness and complicity. They loved it,
and so did I.Connecting peopleThere are many ways in which a fan and a player can connect–
a relationship which works both ways – but one stands out as the most uplifting and beautiful
of them all: the act of scoring a goal. Of all the joys which the game gives to those who play it
and watch it, none is as intense, none takes over you as deeply and as completely.All the pent-
up energy you’ve stored inside you explodes in one instant. What’s happening around you
ceases to exist. The emotion clouds your mind, to the extent you can forget how and with
whom you celebrated.When I look at a photograph of us celebrating, I cannot help it, I like
zooming in on the fans’ faces; seeing their expressions of joy, the explosion of feelings. It
becomes much more than a connection. It is a true communion. No stronger bond can be
created between a player, his/her club and its fans.I will remember it forever. I scored my very
first goal for Manchester United on March 29, 2014, against Aston Villa, at Old Trafford, in front
of the Stretford End. The perfect setting for a perfect moment. The ideal bond.But such perfect
moments do not happen every time you go on the pitch, and, to me, a player can have many
other ways to connect with the people who will be there to support him/her, whatever the
circumstances.Club cultureEvery time I have joined a new club, I have tried to immerse myself
in its history.I like to know what the fans have experienced: they were there in their seats before
I joined their family and pulled on their jersey, and they will be there long after I’ve gone. They
are the true custodians of our colours, the people who keep the faith alive, a faith you’re called
on to share for a few years of your life, but which was there in them from their very first game
and will enrich their lives until their very last.Whenever I set foot in a new dressing room, I try to
open myself to what it means to the fans. I’ll take in the photographs that line the corridors of
the stadium and training ground. I’ll read about the club’s origins, its great and not-so-great
times, its tragedies, who its great players have been and what they have achieved. And, if I
can, I will spend some time in its museum, as I did at Mestalla, Stamford Bridge and Old
Trafford.To me, it’s important not to only be a passer-by when you join a team. I’m wearing that
shirt so what does it mean, what does it stand for? This is not a detail. This is a crucial part in
building a sentiment of belonging, which, in turn, will feed your hunger to do well, to be worthy
of playing your part in your club’s history.StorytellersIt is so much more enjoyable to discover
clubs’ histories through conversations and memories than by reading books or browsing on the
internet, no doubt about that. There is a great solution for it, storytellers. Individuals that have
been working in clubs for longer than anybody else and are always keen on telling great stories
about the past. One of them is Bernardo España, whom we all called Españeta, the team’s
ever-present kitman at Valencia, a promising player whose career had been cut short by a
motorbike accident when he was still a teenager, and who had devoted more than 40 years of
his life to his beloved club.He would tell me stories about legends like Kempes and Romario,
but also Don Alfredo Di Stéfano, who managed the club on two occasions, making them
Spanish champions and leading them to a win in the European Cup Winners’ Cup. I remember
also his little dog, ‘Pocholo,’ whom he always spoke about. Bear in mind that Bernardo is a
public figure in Valencia; he still signs autographs whenever he goes out in the city . . . he is a
star. Everybody loves him. People like Españeta are the living memory of a club.At Manchester



United, we have the wonderful Kath Phipps, an amazing lady who started working as the club
receptionist at the training complex in the year the European Cup was won at Wembley, with
Matt Busby, meaning she is this rarity in United’s history: someone who managed to outlast Sir
Alex Ferguson, the witness to countless changes in our great club, a legend in her own right.
Again, everyone loves her. How couldn’t you? She is the best.At Chelsea, we also had these
special personalities around us . . . Alan and Frank (Frank Steer, the players’ assistant, whom
we affectionately called ‘Bulldog’ because of the faces he could pull). Both were ever-present in
the dressing room. I am still in contact with them, exchanging messages here and there; they
are very funny.Again, these people make clubs great. The people behind the scenes, who are
always there. To be honest, I really enjoy being surrounded by people who have been at the
clubs longer than me, as I love to hear anecdotes from back in the day. I love asking
questions.When training finishes, I normally feel relaxed and am in no rush to get home, so,
quite naturally, I enjoy striking up conversations with the people who work with us, whether that
is a physio, kitman, chef (Mike the chef has some great stories from George Best’s times!) . . .
everyone.Fan superpowerMaybe I feel this way because, deep down, I am also still a fan, a fan
who has suffered a lot and who nearly lost his club – Real Oviedo, with which I’ll always have a
very special affinity, regardless of how I’ve come to love other clubs.As every fan knows,
suffering is a key part of what it is to support a team, and heaven knows we’ve had our share
of suffering at Oviedo. As it’s normal, I feel myself inextricably linked to that club’s past, present
and future, which is why, in 2012, when it was very close to going bankrupt, I did what many
other fans did: I became a shareholder, along with other Asturian friends, Santi Cazorla, Michu
and Adrián López. The club was saved at the last minute and the story had a happy ending:
three years later, we got promoted to the Segunda División for the first time in 13 years. So,
yes, I guess I know the emotions which run through the hearts and minds of the supporters
who have shared their dreams with me.That special connection, to me, is at the very heart of
foot- ball: it is the very heart of football, if I think about it. That’s why it can be so overwhelming
when that bond is somehow cut.Emotional goodbyesA career is not just a succession of clubs
and jerseys, but also of goodbyes. My farewells, one way or another, have always proven to be
emotional moments for the fans and for me. It was very special at Valencia when I left the club
after four fantastic years, having become close to so many people who had supported me
throughout my spell there. There’s even a peña valencianista Juan Mata, a Valencia CF
supporters’ club, which was founded by some family members, whom I adore. I’ve tried to keep
in touch with the group over the years and they still put up the banner bearing my name at
Mestalla. Crazy!When I made the move, I really felt that I had to leave the fans a message, and
not just take off without a peep. So, after passing my medical in London ahead of my move to
Chelsea, I went back to Valencia to give a press conference and say goodbye to my team-
mates, the manager and his staff, the workers at the Paterna training ground and the fans.
Many supporters came to the training ground to show their appreciation, including, of course,
members of the peña Juan Mata. It was an unforgettable experience, sad and happy at the
same time. My father, (who, it’s true, can be rather dramatic sometimes), claims that there
hadn’t been a farewell quite like it. Dads, eh . . .On the other hand, and because of how the last
days of the transfer were, I didn’t really get the chance to say goodbye in person to fans at
Chelsea, so I wrote a letter in my London flat the night before moving to Manchester . . . I
needed to express my gratitude. It was all I could do. I wanted to feel comfortable within myself
and with the way that I had changed clubs half way through the season. Those fans, who had
voted for me as Player of the Year in back-to-back seasons, something which made me
tremendously proud (overwhelmed, in fact), really deserved an explanation, or at least a



goodbye.We had won the Champions League, the Europa League and the FA Cup in those
two years and other players could have easily picked up those awards, given the level at which
the team had been performing, but they chose me. I will always be grateful to them.A player
can feel happy with his performances, goals and assists, but this happiness takes on another
dimension when your own fans acknowledge them in the way only they can. That’s also what
happened when the Manchester United fans chose my bicycle kick at Anfield (2-1 to United,
March 22 2015, not a date or a game that I’ll forget any time soon) as the Goal of the Season,
2014-2015.Again, fans. Again, grateful.Back on old groundFor a modern professional football
player, there is often a post-scriptum to their leaving a club: the homecoming, but in the ‘wrong’
shirt. It can be an unnerving, almost disorientating experience. You know the home dressing
room better than the visitors’, you set foot on a familiar playing surface, you bump into well-
known faces and are set against supporters who used to cheer you on. Your body feels strange
as an opposition player, particularly in the first few minutes of the warm-up (though once the
whistle goes, there’s no time left to process such emotions, and you automatically focus solely
on the task at hand).I had to wait more than a year to return to Stamford Bridge as a Red Devil
on April 18, 2015. How the fans would react to seeing me in a Manchester United kit I couldn’t
predict. I thought it might also depend on how the game was going from Chelsea’s point of
view (they were three wins away from the title, and we had won seven games on the trot), but I
quickly realised that supporters, English supporters especially, usually put the present to one
side in order to show their gratitude to a footballer who played a big role at their club for a
period of time.It ended up being a fantastic experience for me. It always is when I play there. I
didn’t need to wait until the start of the game for the Blues fans to show me their appreciation. I
felt genuinely emotional when I heard them applaud my name when it was announced over the
tannoy during the warm-up and when I was substituted during the second half. It was the 70th
minute of the game and I was getting ready to walk over to the sideline to be replaced by
Adnan Januzaj. Suddenly everyone took to their feet and gave me a standing ovation. I will
never, ever forget that moment. It completely surpassed my expectations.The same thing had
happened at Mestalla where I faced Valencia in the Champions League group stage in
September 2011, after being a Chelsea player for less than a month. Their reaction was
incredible. Also when, some time ago, we played there with United in the Champions League. I
really feel at home whenever I go to Valencia. It is a great privilege to feel loved.Kids are
honestFew things make me as proud as seeing a fan wearing a kit with my name on it. It still
amazes me when I’m on the coach on the way to a ground and I see children with my name on
their backs. It also gives me strength, especially when you come across a kid whose father tells
you that you are his/her child’s idol or that he/she has a poster of you up at home. I’m not
exaggerating here: it is a genuine source of motivation and inspiration for me. Sometimes, it’s
enthusiastic children who are only starting to play football and the ball may even still be bigger
than them.A child’s admiration is something special, as it is as pure as you can find, but it can
be a similar story with older fans. I loved seeing how Upton Park paid homage to Mabel Rose
Arnold, West Ham’s oldest supporter at more than 100 years old, during the club’s farewell
celebrations at their old stadium. She had never missed a match at Upton Park since setting
foot there for the first time, and the last one ever was against us. There, too, it is pure
emotion.‘Sign for them, lads’Because of all this, the importance of fans must be recognised not
just in football, but in any sport. We, as players, must always try to find time to interact with
them, something that isn’t really difficult to do at the training ground or the stadium after a
game . . .There are always heaps of people waiting for us at Old Trafford when we come out of
the tunnel on the way to our cars. I remember how one of our managers, Louis van Gaal,



always insisted that we make time for them, and how nice it felt to listen to someone like him
saying that. Sometimes, and it’s understandable, you are in a rush and you simply cannot stop
that day; others, the result hasn’t gone your way and the first thing you want to do is get in your
car and head home, lock yourself away in your own world and wait for the next game to come,
But Louis van Gaal always told us:“Boys, you know there are many people waiting outside.
They want to see you irrespective of what’s happened on the pitch. Now that you’re heading to
your cars, please try to stop and sign some autographs.”Of course, I know it’s not that easy
after a defeat, but is it easier for them? I don’t think so . . . I find it a matter of respect, a matter
of putting yourself in the others’ position, an acknowledgement that the fans are the ones who
make this sport so huge, after all. Louis was right.ProudLet me tell you a story which I think
every professional footballer could tell you, something I’ve experienced on some occasions,
and which goes something like this . . .I’m muttering to myself. I cannot believe I’ve missed that
chance . . . why didn’t I chip it over the goalkeeper? I cannot stop thinking about it. We’ve just
lost. One of the most important games of the season, we were playing at home and we
couldn’t get the three points. I’m incredibly frustrated. I get in the shower. No-one speaks. I get
dressed and everyone is sad; some of the guys are clearly devastated. Defeat doesn’t taste
nice, not nice at all.I leave the dressing room and meet family members and friends who’ve
been waiting for me in the car park, but I’m not in the mood for anything. I drive back home,
barely saying a word. I eat something, although I have no appetite. I go to bed. I can’t sleep. I
try to relax, but I can’t. The night seems endless. The alarm goes off, and I’m not sure I’ve slept
at all. I have to go to training, I put on the first tracksuit I see in the wardrobe, and drive to the
training ground.“Morning” is all that comes out of my mouth. I take the usual coffee, but I don’t
want to read anything, not even check the news on my phone, like I normally do. I feel horrible.
I hate losing.It is not the first time (it won’t be the last) that I experience the feeling, but it
always hurts the same, just as much, always. I do recovery training with the team, and we all
start to encourage each other, thinking about the next game. It is what we have to do, as there
is no time to feel sorry for ourselves, but that missed chance still annoys me.I know that I need
to get over it, somehow; so I continue with the recovery inside, with the physios and in the pool,
until it’s time to get ready to go home.Monday goes by, but the feeling just won’t go away. I
don’t want to make any plans, I stay at home, I try to calm myself down and rest.A late session
is scheduled on Tuesday, so I get to the training ground at 3pm. I’ve had a late breakfast and a
slightly better night’s sleep. I speak a bit more with everyone, but I’m not in my best mood yet.
The loss still smarts. The week goes by so very slowly, the anger is still there.Recovery time
again after training and I’m one of the last to leave the training ground.My day, my week, is
about to change, but I don’t know it. It has been raining for a while, and it’s very cold and dark
outside. I get in my car and head home. Usually, there are fans outside the training ground, but
after a defeat like this, and with this cold, you wouldn’t expect anyone to be there. I see two
people, plus the security guy, after the barrier. I slow down and stop. There is a man and a kid,
both completely soaked. I open the window.“C’mon man, we are with you, we need to keep
going, let’s go for the next game!” the kid says, “and about that chance, it doesn’t matter, don’t
worry, you will score the next one! Keep going, stay strong, we are behind you!”I instantly
smile, say thank you very much, sign the kid’s scarf, and drive away after thanking him for his
kind words once again. Suddenly, I feel much better. A kid and his father have changed my
mood. I cannot believe it. After the defeat, the disappointment, the sleepless night, the
frustration, the tiredness.How long have they been waiting? I ask myself. How long did it take
them to get here? They were soaked and freezing, it is unbelievable . . . that is true
passion . . .Red traffic light, I stop, and these questions keep coming back into my head. And



suddenly, I feel different. I feel motivated, encouraged, inspired.I go home and tell everybody
what happened. They had seen me so down over the last few days. “And how do you feel
now?” they ask me after listening to the story. And all I want to say is: “ Proud, very proud of
them. Very proud to play for this club. Football without them is nothing.”They believe, they are
the ones who travel to games to watch us, pay for a season ticket, pay for the kit and the
souvenirs at the club’s shop and buy the matchday programme. They make a huge effort,
financial and emotional, in their lives to support us, an effort which deserves to be
reciprocated.We can do more in this respect, I’m sure of it. From my point of view, our
responsibility goes beyond pleasing them by winning games. In fact, the best path to victory
involves putting on a spectacle for the supporters that will be on playback in their heads when
they get home. We have to give them reason to keep enjoying themselves.Without fans, the
game wouldn’t deserve to be called ‘beautiful’. Without you all, I would not be writing these
lines.CHAPTER 2THE TUNNEL‘The brave man is not he who does not feel afraid, but he who
conquers that fear’– Nelson MandelaAfierce sun was beating down on Oviedo on that July
morning, yet I could feel cold sweat running over my whole body. I was sick with apprehension,
scared as I had never been before. I was 15 years old and about to embark on a trip into the
unknown.The brief walk from the front door to my seat at the back of the car felt like it was
taking forever. I put the luggage into the boot and I got in the car with my father, Juan senior.
“Be good and take care of yourself!” were my mother Marta’s words before she bid me farewell
for good. It’s something that she still regularly says to my sister and to me to this day, a decade
and a half later.“Relax, everything will be fine,” both my mum and dad insisted. They must have
guessed that I was having a tough time, despite my best efforts to conceal it.We went from one
end of the city to the other to pick up my friend Prosi and his father in San Lázaro, the
neighbourhood where they lived. Prosi was the nickname that we gave Diego Álvarez Argüelles
in the Real Oviedo youth academy – his blond locks made him look like the excellent Croatian
player Robert Prosine�Ö¶’À the legend who had played one season for our club in between stays
at Real Madrid and Barcelona.Our own Prosi was a classy and elegant midfielder with a
hammer of a left foot, a powerful physique and fantastic vision. We were both improving fast
and stood out in the Real Oviedo academy season after season. We had almost always been
in the same team throughout our childhood – it had been Juventud Estadio before Real Oviedo
– and worked our way up through the youth system in Asturias, forging a strong friendship
along the way. We linked up very well on the pitch too, despite playing in different positions, as
Prosi played in midfield and I was mainly a striker. The fact that we were both left-footed, if not
one-footed, definitely brought us even closer together.When we were 13 or 14 years old,
rumours started doing the rounds at El Requexón, the Real Oviedo training ground, that scouts
from top-level sides would be coming to watch us and were keeping tabs on our progress at
their own academies. It was almost taken for granted that we would end up at a big club.The
reality is that every major Spanish club had scouts based in the north of Spain who would
come to our matches every weekend. After months of tracking me, Real Madrid approached
my family to arrange a trip to the capital to see their youth set-up.I had offers from other clubs
too, but the one that we found the most convincing was from ‘Los Blancos’. The sporting and
educational facilities were remarkable. The residence where I would live was inside the school
and everything was very well structured. I was naturally quite impressed during our visit to the
training ground, but also felt calm and confident when talking with the teachers at what would
be my future school.As a family, we ended up deciding that it was the best option for me in
terms of continuing my education, while also training to try to become a footballer. The first big
important decision of my life had being taken. It wasn’t easy, of course, for my family (their little



son was moving away) or for me (remember, I only was 15 years old), but I felt that gut feeling,
that intuition, that conviction, that has always accompanied me on every major decision I’ve
taken.Prosi and his family also opted for Real Madrid. And so we found ourselves together
again, as if it couldn’t have happened any other way. Until that point, to us, clubs like Real
Madrid, Barcelona, Atlético de Madrid and Valencia were on another level, even if we had
faced them in several national youth tournaments. They might as well have been from another
planet.On the way to Madrid, a single idea kept swirling around my head: It’s unbelievable that
we’re going there. Do they really want to sign us? I don’t know if we’ll make the grade. Prosi
and I were feeling so tense – yet, in the front seats, our fathers were telling jokes and listening
to music from the car radio, switching stations regularly, just as if we had gone on a day trip to
the seaside.It’s true that my father is quite a joker, which always helps in tense moments. That
was certainly one of them.Trip into the unknownWhen you leave Asturias and head to Madrid
on the motorway, the most common route involves passing through the Negrón tunnel which
links our region to the Meseta, the highlands of Castile and Léon. It’s about four kilometres
long. It’s also a passage to another world.Going through it raises feelings that are difficult to
explain to someone who is unfamiliar with Asturias. In just a few minutes, you feel the sadness
and nostalgia of a ‘see you soon’ or a definitive goodbye; when coming the other way, it is a
warm feeling of happiness. You’ll soon be back, your loved ones are nearby, this is home.
That’s why the Negrón means so much to the people from Asturias. That’s why going through it
sometimes feels so long . . . and others very short.In this instance, the journey through the
tunnel seemed to last an eternity, which made me an even bigger bundle of nerves than I
already was.Thinking back, it’s a similar feeling to the fear that runs through you in the tunnel of
the stadium before you go out on to the pitch. Every player suffers from that uncertainty. Some
hide it better than others, but we all feel it. Thankfully, the anguish vanishes as soon as you
enter the field of play and the game starts.No matter how many times you walk through those
tunnels in your career, you will still feel it – the fear, the nerves. I’ll come back to that, but for
now, let’s continue with the trip to a new life . . .Having made it through the Negrón, we all
started to feel hungry and stopped off to eat in Valdemimbre, in the province of León. Prosi and
I headed to the lavatory in the restaurant and I made the most of the brief moment that we had
away from our fathers to confess my fear to my dear friend.“I’m bloody nervous, so afraid,” I
told him.“Me too,” he admitted. “I’m shitting it.”That stop at the restaurant, that conversation with
Prosi, are seared in my memory. Now, whenever I pass through Valdemimbre, I always
remember that summer of 2003 and that car journey. Two teenagers were undergoing a crucial
change in their respective lives.Looking back, confessing to each other that we were terrified
surely helped us endure the rest of the trip. In any case, as we approached Madrid and I
started to see the city close up, and then when I discovered the facilities and saw my future
team-mates and friends for the first time – the butterflies in my stomach were still there, but
they belonged to a different species. The tension had gone. Excitement had taken its place.It’s
like when a match that you’re anxiously waiting for finally kicks off. If you are capable of
transforming that fear to excitement, you are doing yourself a big favour.I had previously visited
Madrid on a school trip some years earlier, and the city had seemed huge to me. From the car,
we were able to take in the Bernabéu, the enormous buildings on the Paseo de la Castellana,
the theatres on Gran Vía and the general hustle and bustle of the town. What sort of enormity
is this? I asked myself.The residence and the school were not in the city, though, as they were
in the outskirts of Madrid, in an area called Villafranca del Castillo, which was the final stop on
our long car journey.Prosi and I said goodbye to our fathers and did the number one duty we
had been assigned with: we phoned our mothers from the residence where we were staying. I



don’t remember being particularly anxious about not seeing my family at the time, possibly
because I knew they would come to all the games every weekend. Knowing we would be
reunited every seven or ten days dissipated my fears and inspired me to keep moving
forward.Starting from scratchWe met the head of the residence, Don Jaime, a very serious,
disciplined and quick-tempered tall man with grey hair, who explained the timetable and rules
to us.We explored the building, the bathrooms, the games room, the dining hall and the
bedrooms. We were full of excitement. I vividly remember the moment when I unpacked my
suitcase and put everything in my new wardrobe. I didn’t really know where to put my
belongings because they’d always lived in the same place in my room in Oviedo. I had to find a
new way to organise my things – an almost perfect metaphor for my new life. I had to start from
scratch. It wouldn’t be the last time.The bedrooms were shared, with four beds that were
separated into pairs by a big bookcase. Mine was the one closest to the window and Prosi’s
was next to mine. Two boys who were on trial occupied the other two. One was called Jordan,
and the other was Kiko Insa, who now plays in Malaysia, and has even become a Malaysian
international as he was born in Kuala Lumpur. We were four kids sharing a room, chasing a
shared dream.It was definitely crucial to have Prosi by my side as someone I could confide in
and chat to, especially in the tough moments. And I was there also for him. We really helped
each other out from the first day and reassured each other whenever it was needed. I’ll never
forget those first few days, in which everything was new for me.Soon enough, I started to get
used to the group dynamics in the residence with my new classmates and team-mates. We
were given a Real Madrid tracksuit and a school uniform which filled me with pride and
confidence, and gave me a comforting sense of belonging. I got into a rhythm that meant I
didn’t spend too much time thinking about the huge change that I had gone through in my life,
and could instead focus on what was happening here and now. I started to take things in my
stride much more naturally. At times it felt like I was at an all-year-round summer camp with the
discipline and timetables that come with it. The atmosphere was amazing, and I was truly
happy.We had to follow some routines which we gradually learnt to enjoy, like the bus journey
from the residence to the training ground every afternoon after school. It was the last year that
the academy and the first-team would spend at the old facilities on the Paseo de la
Castellana.Given the awful traffic at that time of the day, it would usually take us an hour and a
half to get there, but we enjoyed it, or we learnt how to enjoy it. We were teenagers who had
that school trip spirit and there was a constant mix of pranks, games and music towards the
back of the bus – falling asleep with your mouth open, even momentarily, was a high-risk sport.
Toothpaste, chewing gum, crisps or absolutely anything else would be used to decorate your
face. You have to pass the time one way or another when you’re 15 and stuck in gridlock, and
we thought that this was the best way to do it.We would train before heading back in the
evening, having dinner and then we would have an hour of compulsory study at around 10 or
11, followed by bedtime. It may seem late, but given our timetable at training, it was the only
slot when the teachers could be sure that we would hit the books.At midnight, every bedroom
light had to be switched off without fail. The smallest glimmer of light would result in the door
bursting open with a guaranteed punishment to boot. That’s how it was day after day.A different
adolescenceOur teenage years were vastly different from other people’s, but the fact is that this
didn’t constitute a major sacrifice for the teenage me. I didn’t really regret the fact that some
‘normal’ activities for a boy of my age were off-limits, such as going out with friends at the
weekend, having a couple of drinks and so on. The most difficult part of this new life was not
seeing my family for extended periods of time, but I managed to deal with it quite well, as if it
were something which came completely naturally to me.If I’m honest, I’d even say that I never



spent much time agonising about it. It’s true that I didn’t have a normal adolescence – none of
us could have had at the academy, no young footballer can – but I felt happy. I was playing
football.I was enjoying it. And I considered myself genuinely privi- leged (a feeling that has
never left me, and which might explain why I’ve been able to deal with the ups and downs quite
well), despite being hundreds of kilometres away from the people I loved the most. I had time
for school, football and myself . . . I had no reason to complain. None at all.I remember we
would often go to Madrid whenever we had time off, and that meant normally Saturdays after
the games or Sundays. Back then, going for a walk around the city centre was an epic mission.
We had to catch the 626 or 627 bus in Villafranca towards Moncloa, which could really drag
depending on the traffic. On arrival, we would then take the Circle Line on the Metro to the area
that we fancied visiting.Given that we had to be back at the residence by no later than 11pm,
free time was worth its weight in gold. We would make the most of it by going to the cinema,
bowling or other forms of entertainment in the early part of the evening. It also offered a
chance for some family time if we had visitors. In other words, it was the best part of the week,
alongside the matches themselves.When we weren’t up to heading for Madrid, in what we
called ‘lazy Sundays’, we would walk around the meadows in Villafranca del Castillo, ‘our
place’. We would also go to Mocha Chica shopping area, where we’d visit the sweet shop and
the great ‘Ramonchu’ burger joint. That’s where we would watch the nine o’clock kick-offs, have
a chat and eat dinner (what fantastic hamburgers he made!). A fabulous way to unwind before
the week started all over again.At that time, maybe I wasn’t aware, or didn’t want to be, of the
rapid transformation that my life had undergone. It’s only over time that I’ve realised just how
significant leaving Oviedo at the age of 15 was.It was the place where I had grown up, started
kicking a ball around and made a fantastic group of friends (that I still have today) at Colegio
Gesta. I moved away from my parents, my sister Paula – who is a very important person for me
– my grandparents and the rest of my family. Until that point, I had always enjoyed football in
my comfort zone at home, in Asturias.Going to Madrid changed everything. My life started
revolving around football, as if it were the star which had become the centre of my universe. I
was at the mercy of the sport that I loved so much, from the school where I started studying, to
the residence and my daily habits . . . it all changed and I was only 15. I’ve always tried, with
some success I think, to adapt to every stage of my career in the best possible way. It is surely
then, in those early days in Madrid, that I learnt how to do that.The feeling of fear that came
over me in the summer of 2003, especially when we went through the Negrón tunnel, was the
first step on my path to becoming the footballer and the man that I am today.It was a feeling
that gradually disappeared during the first few training sessions. The unknown soon became
familiar. Crucially, I realised that, despite my doubts, my level was similar to the others.It also
helped me improve, stay completely focused and give my very best. If I needed extra
motivation and inspiration to move closer to my dream of becoming a footballer, I had it. I’ve got
to be clear here: I had acquired ‘it’.I wasn’t born readyNowadays, I hear many people say they
were ‘born ready’. I can understand why they say it . . . it sounds cool and strong. It has a ring
of confidence and determination. It ‘sells’. Well, I wasn’t. In fact, I don’t think anybody is really
‘born ready’, to become a footballer or anything else. I repeat, nobody is ‘born ready’.If
anything, you become ‘ready’ along the way. But it is a process, not a gift that you are born
with. You have to be ready, yes, and this is key, when the chance comes your way, but this is
quite a different thing. In a way, we footballers spend our lives ‘readying ourselves’, before
every game, because every game is a question, and you would be a fool to think you’ve always
got the answer.When silence speaks for itselfTo illustrate this, let me come back to the
beginning and take you to another tunnel; the tunnel in which the Spanish national team was



waiting, before the match against Chile at the 2010 World Cup in South Africa, to take to the
pitch. It was the third game of the group stage, a make-or-break game. We had lost our first
match against Switzerland 0-1 and beaten Honduras, which meant the Chileans, who had won
both their games, were topping the group and could send us home if we lost or even drew,
should the Swiss beat the Hondurans.
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